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PART 4B., 12 CHANNEL DRAMATIC CONTROL UNIT, DCIT
Programme Connections
The DC/7 unit has 12 programme input channels comprising two groups each of 5
channels, Nos. l-5 and Nos. 6-10, respectively,.and two indepondent chanuels, Nos. ll
and 12. Each of the channels Nos. l-10 is provided in the Echo & D.C. jackfield with two
jacks designated respoctively D.C. Input Chan and D.C. Echo Input Chan but chanaels
Nos. Il arrd 12 have only D.C. Input Chan jacks.
Any of the channels in the two groups can be used either for a direct programme source
or for echo to be added to a direct programme sgnrce. Whore the direct programme source
is required connection is made between the D.C. Input Chan jack and the No. I output
of the 'A' or ' D ' amplifi.er, as the case may be, .and. where echo is required conuection is
made between the D.C. Echo Input Chan jack and the No. 2 output of the amplifier. On
the D.C. unit itself there is a fade control potentiometer P.18C a,nd a 'quick-cut' key
associated with each of the channels and a fade control potentiometer P.50 and quick-cut
kev associated with each of the group outputs..

Direct Programme Source. The outer springs of a D.C. Input Chan jack

(see X'igure

I)

are connected across the potentiometer resistance wbich, being 600 ohms, provides the correct
load for the source amplif.er to work into. One side of the circuit is connected to earth.
In the case of channels 1-10, the wiper of the fade potentiometer is connected, in
series with a 10,000 ohm resistance and a break contact of the ECO relay associated with the

ehannel, to the non-earthed end of the main output potentiometer resistance of the mixer,
P.50, associated with the group, in parallel with the output load from the other channels
in the same group. The mixed output from the group is then applied, via a transformer and
the break contacts of an amplifier change-over relay, to an input of the DCA/S amplifier, No. I
Group to input 1 and No. 2 Group to i.nput 2.
The 10,000 ohm resistances in series with the channel fad.e potentiometer outputs are
inserted so ag to prevent the volume obtained from any one channel being appreciably afiected

by the fading up or down of other channels.
For example, if only one channel is faded up it works through

10,000 ohms

ioto a resistance

made up of four 10,000 ohm resistances

in parailel with the 100,000 ohm resistance of the group
fade potentiometer, i.e., into a load of 2,400 ohms. If the remaining channels in the same
group are now fully faded up, each channel works through 10,000 ohms into a resistance made
up of four resistances of 10,200 ohms (10,000 ohms.in series with the 600 ohm potentiometer
resistance and 300 ohm amplifier output in parallel) in parallel with the 100,000 ohm group mixer,
i.e., into a load of approximately 2,485 ohms.
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and 12, the output of the channel fade
potentiometer, in series with a 10,000 ohm resistance, is applied via a separate trarrsformer
and break contacts of an amplifier change-over relay, in each case, to inputs 3 and4 of the
DCA/5 amplifier, respectively. A 2,500 ohm resistance shunted across the primary of the
transformer, adjusts the output obtained from these channels to the same volume as that,
obtained from any of the other channels.
The DCA/5 amplifier has a separate input stage for each of its four inputs operating
a common output stage. Duplicate amplifiers are provided and a change-over relay for each
of the input, circuits and the output circuit operated in parallel from a common amplifler
change-over key. The travellers of the output change-over relay are connected. via a control
potentiometer P3/3 on the D.C. unit to the 'B' amplifier input switching relays. A
programme meter is provided in association with this potentiometer for controlling the
output from the D.C. unit, wired via a series jack on the unit to a jack on the 'B' amplifier
bay where it can bo plugged up to the output of the programme meter amplifier associated
with whichever of the ' B ' amplifiers in the control room is handling tbe particular programme.
The Listen jack should be used so as to connect the meters on the D.C. unit and onthe control
position in the control room in series.
The 'quick-cut'keys associated witb the D.C.input channel and with the group mixer
potentiometers provide means for applying a short-circuit between the slider of the potentiometer and earth. In the case of the channels, however, the 10,000 ohm resistance is still
left, connected across the channel output so that the volume from the other channets titl
not be affected. These keys can be restored by hand, but t,o provide against neglect to do
this they have been arranged to restore automatically as soon as the associated fade control
is turned to the LS position. In this position the circuit of the operating coil of the
restoring electro-magnet is completed via an auxiliary contact, on the fade control via one
of the make contacts of the key itself. The restoration of the key interrupts this circuit
and so resets the mechanism.

In the

case of tbe independent channels, Nos.

Echo Source. When connection is made between the No. 2 output of the 'A' or ' D '
amplifisl and a D.C. Echo Input Chan jack, the -24 volt connection t'o the sleeve of the
amplifier output jack is extended via the sleeve circuit to complete the operating circuit of
the associated ECO relay.
The amplifier output is connected via the inner springs of the associated D.C. Input
Chan jack across the channel fade potentiometer resistance. On its output side this potentiometer is now connected in series with its 10,000 ohm resistance arrd a make contact of the
ECO relay across the echo output potentiometer resistance of the mixer, P.50, associated
with the group, in parallel with the outputs of any of the other channels in the same group
which have been plugged up to echo sources. The mixed echo output from tbe group is
then applied via a transformer to either input No. I or input No. 2 of the echo trap valve
amplifi.er, ECA|Z.
This amplifier has separate input stages for its two inputs operating a common output
stage, and the output is wired via the inner springs of bhe Echo Out and Echo Room In
jacks to tho input of the loudspeaker amplifi.er in the echo room. A single echo room thus
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in oither group are requirod for use with echo sources.
The output from the echo 'A' amplifior is wired, via the inner springs of the Echo 'A '
Amp Out and D.C. Echo In jacks, the make contact of a relay (L.34-43), and a 10,000 ohm
series resistance, to the No. 3 input of the DCA/5 amplifler in parallel with the output of channel
No. ll.
The operating circuit of this relay is completed, via a make contact of the ECO relay
and the auxiliary contact on the chanlel fade potentiometer, so long as the particular channel
is not completely faded out. The purpose of this relay, which thus completes the echo input
connection only when one of the echo sources is faded up, is to prevent any noise from the echo
room when not actually in use from getting on to the D.C. output. In its unoperated
condition it connects the 10,000 ohm resistance across the output of No. 1l channel so as to
ensnre that the volume of the output, from this channel will not be affectod by operation of
this relay. Drastic decoupling was found necessary in order to prevent this relay in
operating and releasing from giving rise to ' clicks ' in the output of the D.C. unit. The
steps taken comprise a metal re6tifier connected across the relay winding, a 600 ohm
culrent-limiting resistance in series with the associated contact of the ECO relay and a
50 pF condenser connected across this contact to 24 vblts po*itive.
Similarly, via a change-over contact, the ECO rolay when it operates transfers a
I0,0U0 ohm resistance from connection across the,-echo output potentiometer of the particular
group mixer to connection across its main output potentiometer.
. 'Ihe operation of the 'quick-cut' keys associated with the channel and group mixer
Iacle controls is the same in the case of an echo source as in the case of a direct programme
source, the manual operation of the ' quick-cut ' key associated with the group mixer placing
a short circuit across both the main and echo output potentiometers.

sulTices howevor many of the channels

Channel f,'ade Lamps. Where an echo source is connected to a D.C. Echo Input Chan
Jack, the ECO relay completes a 24 volt negative connection to the sleeve of the associated
D.C. Input Chan jack to provide a circuit for the operation of the channel fade indicating
Iamp.
Where a direct progra,mme source is connected to the D.C.

Input Chan jack, tbe- -24
volt connection required for this circuit is provided via the cord from the sleeve of the
amplifier No. I output jack wrrich is connected to -24 volts. This is shown in Figwe 2.
The circuit of the channel {ade indicating lamp is completed via an a,uxilia,ry contact
on the associated channel fade potentiometer so long as this is faded up, the f 24 volt connection being obtained via the wiper of this auxiliary switch. As soon as the channel is
faded out, however, the channel fade lamp will be exdnguished. (This switcn also controls
the Ioudspeaker switching as described later.) The channel fade lamps are each provided with
a socket into which can be fitted lamp cap indicators marked to intlicate the programrue
source connected to the particular channel.

Loudspeaker Switching
Provision is made for each of the studios to receive tire complete D.C. programme by
loudspeaker, excepting when the particular studio is contributing its part of the programme.
The programme is also reproduced by a loudspeaker in the dramatic control room. The
arrangement of the switching is shown in X'igure 2.
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Loudspeak6r Switchins (Contd)
Connections must be made in the Loudspeaker jackfield between the LS input jack of
the studios in use and the DC.LS Chan jacks, the loudspeaker in a particular studio being
connected to the loudspeaker channel jack corresponding to the D.C. channel to which the
particular studio output has been connected. n'or example, if the microphone in stud,io
No. 2 is connected, via its 'A' amplifier No. I output, to D.C. input, channel No. 3, then the
loudspeaker in studio No. 2 must be connected to DC.LS Chan jack No. 3.
When echo is being used on a programme source, connection must also be made between
the DC.LS Echo Chan jack of the channel to which the direct source is connected and the
DC.LS Chan jack of the channel to which the echo source is connected. The purpose of this
connection is explained later.
In the case of a transm.ission, connection must be made from the CH.In jack to the
Trans jack and from the DC.LS and LS Input jacks to the LS output of the trap valve
amplifier associated w-ith the 'B ' amplifier on which the transmission is being controlled.
The studio housephone irrputs must be plugged up to the strip of parallel jacks in the
Housephone jackfield wired to the D.C. housephone circuit, and connection made between
the HP Input jack and the HP output of the trap va,lve amplif.er.
In the case of a rehearsal, connection must be made between the CH.In jack and the
Reh jack. The other connections are as for a triH,nsmission.
The outers of the DC.LS Chan jacks, to which the studio LS jacks are plugged up, a,re
connected to the travellers of an LS.CO relay associated with the particular channel. The
make contacts of this relay are connected to the outers of the associa,ted DC.LS Echo Chan
jack, the inners of which are connected to the outers of the CH.In jack. Thus, when the
LS.CO relay associated with a particular channel operates, the loudspeaker in the
studio connected to this particular channel will be connected so as to reproduce the D.0.
output.
One side of the winding of each LS.CO relay has -24 volts standing on it. The other
side of the winding is connectecl to the 'off ' position of the auxiliary switch equipped. on
the fade control of the particular channel and also, in the case of channels Nos. l-10, to one
of the make contacts of the P relay associated with the particular group to which the channel
belongs (and in the case of channels ll and 12 to one of the make contactsofthe IM relay).
f24 volts is thus applied to the winding of the particular LS.CO relay when either the
particular channel is {aded out through O to LS, or when the P relay associated with the
group operates.
One side of the winding of each P relay has
-24 volts standing on it, and the other side
of the winding is connected to the ' ofi ' position o{ the auxiliary switch on the central mixer
associated with the particular group (and also to a make contact of the M relay). The wiper
of the auxiliary switch has -l-24 volts standing upon it and consequently when the mixer
is turned to its extreme or LS position, in which the particular group will be conrpletely
faded out, the associated P relay will operate, completing the circuit for the operation of the
LS.CO relays associated with all the channels in that group and thereby causing their loud.speaker input circuits to be completed.
These arrangements ensure that in no studio wiII the loudspeaker be in operation while
the channel to which its microphone is connected is faded up.
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Ilowover, but for the DC.LS Echo Chan jack connection

it

would be possible, when

echo is being used on any studio, for the producer to cause the whole system to howl if he
omitted to fade out the echo channel at the same time as he faded out the direct programme
source ; for, as soon as the studio channel was faded out, the loudspoaker in that studio would
be brought into circuit while, if the echo channel had not been faded out, the microphone
in the same studio would be connected, via the No. 2 output of its 'A' amplifier and the

to the loudspeaker input. To obviate this condition, connection is made, as
previously stated, between the DC.LS Echo Chan jack of the channel to which the studio
is connected and the DC.LS Chan jack of the channel to which the echo output is connected.
X'or example, suppose the studio output is connected to channel 3, and the'echo on this studio
echo room,

to channel 4, then the studio loudspeaker input is connected to the DC.LS Chan 3 jack.
and the DC.LS Chan 4 jack is connected to the DC.LS Echo Chan 3 jack. The inners of
this last jack are disconnected by the act of plugging in. Consequently, the studio loudspeaker input will only be connected across the CH In jack (via the inners of the DC.LS
Echo Chan 4 jack) when both the LS.CO 3 and LS.CO 4 relays have operated. Thus,
the studio gets programme on its loudspeaker only when both the firect and echo channels
have been faded out or, of course, if the group (in this case group No. 1) has been faded out
on the central mixer.
It wilt be observed that the operation of a 'quick-cut' key does not connect the loud.speaker in the studio or studios aflected.

Talking-back Circuits
The rehearsal talking-back arrangements differ from those for transmission. In the
former case the production can be held up for the purpose and the studio loudspeakers can
therefore be used, but in the case of a transmission the operation of the talking-back circuit
obviously must not be allowed to interrupt the performance. Therefore, only the stud.io
housephone circuits are used during transmissions for talking-back purposes.
The operation of the talking-back and D.C. loudspeaker switching is controlled by a
three-position key equipped in triplicate.
When the talking-back keys are in their central or LS position, the LSS relay will not
be operated and the input of the LSM in the D.C. room will be connected, via the break
contacts of the relay and the loudspeaker volume control, to the outers of the DC.LS jack
which is plugged up, a,s previously stated, to the LS output o{ the trap valve amplifier;
operation of a talking-back key to either its LS Off or Speak position c&uses the LSS relay
to operate, thereby disconnecting the D.C. room loudspeaker.
Eor transmissioz purposes connection is made, as previously stated, between the CH.In
and Trans jacks. The latter is connected via the LS Input jack to the LS output of the
trap valve amplifier. The studio housephone circuits are connected, via the D.C. housephone
parallel jacks, and the break contacts of relay CO.2 in parallel with the D.C. housephone
unit, across the outers of the HP Input jack which is connected to the HP output of the
trap valve amplifi.er. The make contacts of relay CO.2 are connected t,o the output of the
talking-back 'A' amplifi.er, to the input of which the talking-back microphone is
connected.
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When a talking-back key is thrown to the Speak position, t 24 volts is connected to
the winding of the S relay which has -24 volts standing on its other end. The S relay upon
operation connects f 24 volts to the winding o{ relays CO.l and CO.2, which operate. Relay
CO.2 transfers the studio housephone connection from the HF output of the trap valve

amplifier to the output of the talking-back 'A' amplifier. The D.C. output, therefore, is
still available to the studio loudspeakers via the LS Input, Trans and CH.In ja,cks and to
the D.C. housephones (in the D.C. room) via the HP Input jack. The D.C. loudspeaker is,
however, cut ofi and a talking circuit provided between the talking-back microphone and the
studio housephone-*.
Eor rehearsal purposes the CII.In and Reh jacks are plugged up to one another. The
S, CO.l and CO.2 relays operate, as before, when the talking-back key is thrown to the
Speak position. The CO.l relay changes over the connection to the outers of the Reh

jack from the LS Input jack to the output of the talking-back 'A' amplifier. Relay M
and IM also operate, via the sleeve circuit of the Reh and CH.In jacks, the former providing
f24.volts for the operation of relays P.l and P.2. All the LS.CO relays therefore operate
and all the studio loudspeakers &re connected, via the CH.In and Reh ja,cks, in the output
of the talking-back 'A' amplifier. The Studio headphones also are connected to the output
of tlre talking-back ' A ' amplifier by the operation o,f relay CO.2, and the D.C. Ioudspeaker
is switched off by the LSS relay.
The talking-back keys are non-locking in their Speak position and the release of the
key restores the original condition of the circuits. If, however, the CO and LSS relays
were allowed to release before the LS.CO relays, there would be a momentary howl. A
50 p.F condenser is therefore shunted across the windings of these relays in order to delay
their release sufficiently to allow the P and LS.CO relays to restore first.

Cue and Return Light Circuit
The cue and return light circuits are shown in n'igure 2, similar equipment being provided
in the case of each of the studio loudspeaker circuits. Tbe operation of the cue light key on
the D.C. panel associated with a particular channel connects -24 volts, which is standing
on the make contacts of the key, via the sleeve circuit of the DC.LS channel and studio LS
jacks and the break contact, of the DCR relay, to one side of the winding of the LC relay,
on the other side of which f 24 volts is standing. The LC relay, therefore, operates closing
the mains circuit which Iights the cue light in the studio.
To acknowledge the cue, the return li,ght push switch is operated in the studio. This
completes the operating circuit of the DCR relay which cuts ofi the cue light circuit and
connects -24 volts, via the sleeve circuit of the studio LS and DC.LS channel jacks and the
break contact of the cue light key of the particular channel, to the associated D.C. return
Iamp on the D.C. panel, which lights.
It should be observed that a common line is used for the cue and return light circuits.
Therefore, while the cue key is operated, the return light in the D.C. room cannot be lighted
and similarly, while the return light push is depressed it is not possible to light the cue light
in the studio.
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SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS
Input Chan jacks in the
output jacks, in accordance with

X'or direct programme sources, double-end between the D.C.

Echo & D.C. jackfield and the 'A' or 'D' amplifi.er No.
the grouping requirements for the particular production.

I

X'or echo soulces, double-end between the D.C. Echo Input Chan jacks in the Echo &
D.C. jackfield and the 'A' or 'D' amplifier No. 2 output jacks, according to the grouping
requirements for the particular production.

On the D.C. unit, insert lamp caps for the chan::el fade lamps designated to correspond
with the programme connections set up.

On the 'B' amplifi.er bay jackfield, double-end between the D.C. programme meter
input jack and the output Listen jack of the programme meter amplifier associated with
the 'R' amplifier to be used for controlli"g tbl programme.
Double-end between the studio LS inputs and DC.LS Chan jacks in the Loudspeaker &
Housephone jackfields to correspond with the direct programme input conneetions. Where
echo is used, double-end between the DC.LS Chan jack of the channel to which the echo
source is connected and the DC.LS
programme source is connected.

Echo Chan jack of the channel to which the direct

trap valve LS output to the DC.LS and LS Input iacks and
HP output to HP Input and between the studio I{P input jacks and

Double-end from the
also lrom the trap valve

tbe DC.EP parallel jacks.
For a transmission, double-end between CH In and Trans, and for a rehearsal double-end
between CH In and Reh

Switch on the talking-back 'A,' Echo 'A,' ECA, trap valve, aad both |Qd s,mplifiers
by means of the manually-operatod keys on the amplifier bays. X'or a transmission, punch
up the 'C' amplifiers of the lines to which the programme is to be sent to the output of the
'B'amplifler, and punch up its input to the DC output. X'or signalling the studios, opera,te
the DC Con key and then the signalling keys of the various studios required. FinaIIy operate
the DC key when the programme is faded up.

